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% This |lserts Manual contain_ a complete description of the computer codes known
=" as the AXISYMMETRICDIFFUSER DUCTcode or ADD code. It lncludt, s a list of referenceb
:. which describe the formulation of the AI_I_code and comparisons of calculation with
"2 experimental flows. The input/output and general use of the code is described in
° the first volume. The second volume contains a detailed description of the code
Including the global structure of the code, list of FORTRANvariables, and descrtp-:_
: tions of the subroutines. The third volume ¢outatns a detailed description of the
T t:ODtlCTcode which generates coordinate systems for arbitrary axisymmetrie ducts.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
Tbls U_er's Manual describes the comput¢,r codes known eol lectlvtqy as tht,
AXIS3'M_IETRICDIFFUSER DUCT .:ode or ADI_ code. This code was originally dew, loped for
: NAt}A l,owis Research Center under contract NAS3-15402. Important revisions, including
the conformal mappiPg coordinate generator, were developed for the U.S. Army Air
Mobility Research and l_evt i,ment Laboratory under Contract DAA302-73-C-O037. Fur-
th_,rdew, lopments and impro_t_ents to th_ ADD code were funded by United Technologies
Research Center and Pratt & Whitney Commercial Products Divislon. Additional improvt'-
ment s, including incorporation of a two equation model of turbulence and a compres-
sible axisymmetrlc streamline curvature correction was funded under NASA contract
NAS3-21853. Finally a new coordinate generator which permits 180 dog turns in .:duct
was developed under NASA contract DEN3-235.
All the important features of the basic analysis contained in the ADD code have
been published in the open literature. The accuracy and reliability of the code has
bt,en demonstrated by published comparisons of calculated results with experimental
data. The basic analysis used in the ADD code was dew, loped by Anderson (Ref. I and
2). A description of the blade force calculation is given by Barber et.al. (Ref. 3).
The code has been successfully applied to predicting the performance of tile subsonic
portion of mixed compression inlets by Bowditch (Ref. 4) and to predicting the pres-
sure recovery of high blach number diffusers by Povinelli (Ref. 5). Additional appli-
cations of the ADD code have been to analyze swirling flow in a precombustion diffust, r
and also tlw flow in an inlet with inlet guide vanes (see Barber t,t al. Ref. _.
Finally flows in small gas turbine ducts have been analyzed by HcLallin and Kofskev
(Ref. 6). The three turbulence models incorporated into the ADD code and also the
ct_pressible axis._ranetric streamline curvature corrections have been evaluated by
Anderson and Edwards (Ref. 7_. Modified versions of the ADD code have been developed
to analyze external flows such as underexpanded hot supei'sonic jets expanding into
cold subsonic mainstreams by Vatsa et.al (Ref. 8) and also the high speed flow inter-
act iota between a propeller and nacelle by Egolf et al.(Ref, q).
This User's Manual has t_een organized into several sections for tile convenience
of tile users. Section 3.0 contains a description of the different versions of the
ADD code and a description of their special features. This section should assist
- the general user in determining if the ADI_ code is applicable to the problem at hand.
Section 4.0 contains a detailed description of the operation of the ADI_ code, includ-
ing a typical run stream for UNIVAC ctzaputers, input/output formats and sample prob-
lems. In addition to operation of the code, this section contains a list of DIAG-
NOSTIt:S, which are internal checks within tile code to measure the progress of the
calculation. If the code fails and prints a tIIAt:NOSTIt', this section should assist
the user in determining tilt' cause of tile failure and suggest a remedy. Sections 5.0
through 7.0 arc written for tilt" special user who wishes to modify or upgrade tile code
tar a particular problem. This portio_ of tile manual contains sections on the general
structure of the code, definitions el COblMONblock variables, and detailed descrip-
tiotls el each el tilt, sttbrout Int, s. Sections 10.0 through 12.0 contain a descrip-
tion at tht, t:Oi_UCT ¢odt, whtch is an alternatt, mesh generation codt, developed for NASA i
under Contract IWN3-2t5 _RPt. lO_.
1-2
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"_ 3.0 SEVERAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 Versions of the ADD Code
Four versions of the ADD code are currently in general use. The basic code is
called the ADD code and is described in Ref. 1D 2 and 3. The version of the code
: called the PREMIX code was developed for NASA Lewis Research Center under contract
= NAS3-21269. This version of the code was developed to analyze the performance of
- vre_ixing prevaporlzing fuel air mixing passages. It consists of three codes; ADD,
" PTRAK, and VAPDIF. The PREMIX/ADD code differs from the basic ADD code only in in-
: put/output which is in International Standards units. PREMIX/PTRAK code solves the
problem of tracking vaporizing fuel droplets in a three dimensional flow field.
PREMIX/VAPDIF solves the problem of discussion of fuel vapor into a moving air strean_.
- These codes are described by Anderson et al (Ref. 10) and applications of these
:. codes to specific premlxing passages are given.by Anderson et al. (Ref. 11). The ADD/
' JET code is a version of the ADD code which is modified to treat the expansion of a
. hot underexpanded supersonic Jet into a cold subsonic free stream. This version of
;; the ADD code differs from the basic ADD code in the use of a compucatlonal grid and
:: turbulence model more suited to jet flows. In addition it uses streamline curvature
_": obtained from a separate calculation. A description of the principal features of
• this code and a comparison of calculated results with experimental data is given by
-- Vatsa et al. (Ref. 8). The PROPFAN version of the ADD code was developed for NASA
•': Lewis Research Center under contract NAS3-20961. "A description of this code and
o preliminary results are presented by Egolf et al. (Ref. 9). This version of the ADD
code was developed to treat the high speed flow interaction between a propeller andF
: nacelle and differs from the basic ADD code in the use of a propeller lifting llne
c analysis which is used in place of a compressor cascade analysis.
r
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3.2 Oeneral Features of ADD Code
Progra m Languag _
The Axlsymmetr:[c Diffuser Duct (ADD) code source program is written in FORTRAN V
computer language for use on a UNIVAC 1100/81A computer. Some machine specific
language, such as PARAMETER and INCLUDE F_RTRAN statements is used. However, these
statements ma_ be replaced easily by eqlvalent code for use on other machines. J
Successful conversion o¢ the code to both IBM and CDC computers has been made
and these versions of the code are available. The ADD code makes use of a UNIVAC
routine NTRANwhlch stores and retrieves large data blocks on disc files; however,
the ADD code is organized so that NTRAN is easily replaced by the equivalent
FgRTRAN DEFINE FILE. Finally, it should be noted that the ADD code makes use of
least squares spllne fitting and smoothing subroutines provided by IMSL, Inc.
which are available at all major computer centers.
Types of Fluids
The ADD code can treat any compressible fluld with constant thermodynamic
properties for the gas constant R and the specific heats Cp and Cv. The molecular
viscosity, which is temperature dependent, is estimated using Sutherlandts law;
the molecular thermal conductivity is calculated using a constant value for
Prandtl number. The viscosity of the fluid at standard conditions and Prandtl
number are input parameters. If these properties are not specified in the input
data, the ADD code uses the prnpertles of air at standard conditions.
Types of Flow Treated
The ADD code may be used to treat any subsonic compressible laminar or turbulent
swirling flow in axlsymmetrlc ducts or nonswlrllng flow in two-dlmenslonal ducts.
The duct shape may be annular or two-dlmensional wlt_ both inner and outer walls;
or, it maybe an axlsymmetrlc duct with only an outer wall. Subsonic flows have been
calculated successfully up to choked conditions. The mixing of hot and cold flows
in a duct have also been calculated successfully. The code, however, cannot
calculate flows with significant regions of separated or reverse flow.
4
Duct Geometry Options (I_PT3)
The _low through any axlsymmetrlc or two-dlmenslonal duct can be calculated.
Ducts with sharp discontinuities in flow area, which produce flow separation cannot
be calculated.
For convenience, provision is made in the code to analyze flows in straight
annular ducts (I_PT3-1) or in straight wall, annular diffusers (I_PT3-3) using only
I-4
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_. a few input parameters, For ducts of arbitrary shape (I_PT3-2), the coordinates
_ (radii) of the inner and outer wall_ are specified at JLPTS equally-spaced axial
" stations. To _s_ure that the curve representing the duct contour has continuous
._ first and second derivatives, a least-squares splfne fitting, smoothing and lnter_
: polation procedure is included in the code. Th_s procedure ts used whenever tlw
;- number of streamwlse stations (JL) is not equal to JLPTS. When the n_w C_DtVt:l' code
- is used to generate coordinates I_PT3=4
......................
The specification of the duct geometry must include a straight, annular inlet
"_ secti,.,n whose length is at least equal to its height. Two-dimensional ducts are
- treated as annular ducts in which the height of the duct ts small compared to the
:2 radius of the duct. Numerical experiments have shown that, if the height of the
_ duct is less than 1/100 of the duct radius, the flow is essentially two-dimensional
to an accuracy of three decimal places.
-' Inlet Flow Options (I_PT])
;- Any arbitrary inlet flow conditions may be specified which is consistent with
the equations of motion and the turbulence model. Two types of input data are
, required: (1) specification of the inviscid free stream and core flow conditions
and (2) specification of the laminar or turbulent boundary layer flow parameters.
._ With (I_PTI=3, 4, 9), the flow is assumed to be turbulent and with (I_PTI=7, 8)
:. the flow is assumed to be laminar. With IOPTI=3 or 7, the core flow is calculated
_ assuming that the stagnation pressure and stagnation temperature is constant
• across the duct. The input Math number and swirl angle determine the velocities
and weight flow, and the static pressure is determined by solving the conservation
: equation for radial momentum. When I_PTI=4 or 8, the inlet core flow is determined
,: by specifying KLL data points for fractional distance Y, stagnation pressure PT(Y),
; static pressure P(Y), swirl angle a(Y), and stagnation temperature TT(Y). For
-: I_PTIffi9,the core flow is determined by specifying KLL data points for fractional
:. distance Y, strear_dise velocity Us(Y) , stagnation pressure PT(Y), swirl velocity
:: U¢(Y), and stagnation temperature TT(Y). Isentroplc flow relations and radial
momentum conservation equations are used to determine the remaining variables. In
addition, when I_PTL=4, 8 or 9, the corresponding exit flow data must be provided.
:" If the exit plane data is not available, the inlet plane data may be repeated.
_ The boundary layer velocity and temperature profiles are constructed from known
!. analytic solutions using the boundary layer displacement thickness _* and a power law j
_. (l/n) velocity profile. For laminar boundary layers (I_PTI=7, 8) a Balsius profile ,
is assumed. For turbulent flows (I_PTI=3, 4, 9), Cole's boundary layer profile is
:: used with the shape parameter determined for l/n.
_._. In many flow situations, it i_ often more convenient to specify the weight flow
"_ rather than velocity or Nach number. For these situations, the user may specify
.o
., ]=':'_ I-5 ,
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the weight flow when using I_PTI-4 or ft. The static pressure profile ie automatically
adjusted to obtain the required weight flow with the other input variables held
,. fixed.
::.- It should be noted that the initial l,]ane conditions must satisfy the laws of
- motion and be compatible with the turbulence model. Therefore, the ADD code makes
'=':, many checks on the input data to insure satisfactory starting conditions. As an
.. example, the initial plane data is checked to determine if the radial momentum
" conservation equation is satisfied• If it is not satisfied, the input static pressure
:_ profile is replaced by tile static pressure calculated from the radial momentum
_ equation and a DIAGNOSTIC message is printed. The weight flow calculated from the
initial plane data is checked to see if it is greater than the choked-flow value.
•_ If it is greater, the calculation stops and the value of the choked weight flow '
is printed out, Checks are made to insure that the boundary layer profile can be i
matched to the free stream core flow; the necessary adjustments are made automatically I
= and the calculation continues. In all cases where adjustments to the input data
are made and the calculatlon continues, a DIAGNOSTIC message is printed. When
= no adjustment is possible or when the flow situation is physically impossible, the
• calculation stops and the user is notified with a DIAGNOSTIC message. A list of
: these DIAGNOSTIC messages is given in Section 4.4
:iY
I
Grid Selection
" The user may determine the calculation grid using input parameters or the ,
.. grid may be determined automatically. In either case the user must specify the !
" number of streamwise stations (JL) and the number of streamlines (KL) Experience 1• i
has shown that a 50 x 50 mesh is suitable for most problems. Default options
_i
:i exist for both the distribution of mesh points in the cross flow direction as
:! specified by the mesh distortion parameters DDS and the streamwise step size
parameter KDS. In selecting the mesh distortion parameters DDS, numerical accuracy
il requires that a sufficient number of mesh points exist in the turbulent sublayer.
_" In practice, the first mesh point from the wall should be at Y+ = 1.0 and at least ii
20 mesh points should be in the boundary layer. Since these criteria depend on :
r both the flow Reynolds number and wall friction coefficient, they are not con-
oi: venlent for the user to calculate a-priori. Therefore, if DDS is not specified !
_" in the input data, a value for DDS is calculated using an algorithm which producest_
_J_ good results for most cases. The value for the streamwlse step size parameters
,_.i_ KDS depends on the boundary layer thickness and ra_e of growth of the boundary
!i layer. If KDS is not specified, the code selects a value for KDS between each
i; streanncise station using an algorithm which produces satisfactory results for
_!i_ most cases•
LI
- _:_:_,.
,_ Print Options (!¢PT4)
iF
_:_!_ The frequency and quantity of output are controlled by the print option
iL_,i: I¢PT4. If I_PT4 > O, the output consists of the mean flow variables including
, : I-6
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streamwl_ovoloeltyUs, tangential velocity O., swirl angle _, stagnation
pressure PT, stagnatlon temperature TT, and _ach number H at each atrenn_l_e
" station for JL stations; this printout occur_ every I_PT4 th station. If
]_PT4 _ -1. additional informatlon is printed including the effective
turbulent viscosity and thermal conductivity, the boundary layer solutJon in
universal coordinates U+(Y+), and the turbulent klnetlc energy dlstrlbutlon; thl_
information is printed every ICPT4 th station.
The ADD code makes numerous checks durlng the progress of the calculation.
If the program is able to remedy a detected problem, a DIAGNOSTIC is printed and
the calculation continues. If a fatal error is detected, the calculatlou stops
and a DIAGNOSTIC notifies the user about the nature and locatlon of the error.
A compiete list of DIAGNOSTICS is given In Section 4.4.
Coordinate Optlon (I_PTg_
The calculatlon of the coordinate system may be stored on a data file and
retrieved for use in subsequent cases. If I_PT9=I, both the coordinates and the
viscous flowfleld are calculated. If I_PT9=2, the coordinate system Is calculated
and stored on file NINE and the calculation stops. If I_PTgffi3, the coordinates
stored on file NINE are recalled and the viscous flowfield is calculated. This
feature is particularly useful when the user wishes to calculate several flows
using the same duct geometry. If CODUCT is used I_PT9=3.
Data Files
A list of data files and storage requirements are given on Table it Section 5.5.
The ADD code or C_DUCT code generates two coordinate files. File NINETEEN Is a
coordinate file with a uniform mesh, and Flle NINE is a coordinate flle wlth a mesh
distorted to provide grld resolutlon in the boundary layers. In addition, the in-
viscid flow field solutlon is stored on File TNENTYTN_ and the viscous solutlon Is
stored on flle EIGHT. It Is recommended that these files be registered and cata-
logued so that the data may be stored permanently over a period of several weeks.
Proper use of these files allows the user increased flexibility in solvlng problems.
;. _tart/Stop Options
: A flow calculation may be started at coordinate t_tatlon J=I_PTI5 and It may be
terminated at coordinate system station J=I_PT16. If IOPTI5 Is not specified, it
• is assigned a value I_PT15=I; if I_PT16 is not specified, it is assigned a value
.c I_PTlb=JL. The calculation of the flowfteld may be continued (or restarted) at the• "e
J1qcoordinate s_atlon by specifying I_PTI7-JM only if In the preceding calculation
I_PTI4 > O.
¢."
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:_ Turbul_mce Models __PTI2)
o : the &DD code is provided with four optional turbulence models described in
2. R_f, 7. For I_PTI2=O, 1, 2 algebraic turbulenc_ modo!n arv u_vd banvd on
Prandtlts mixing length _heory. For I_PT12-3, a two equation model of turbulenc_
!n unnd. O_._.ion..I_PT12_Q.unon O.turbqlonce model whtcn is well astah]lohed for
: equilibrium turbulent flowf_eld_ and in therefore recommended for all calculattonH.
The other options (I_PT12-1, 2, 3) are operational but those mod,,]_ Imvi. boon7
applied to only a few flowftold situattonB; the use of these models to not
,7 reco_ended at the present time,
2.
•= Struts, inlet guide vane_, starers, and rotors are modeled in the Aim code
as a-priori body forces. Three options exist in the code for calcalating these
forces. If measurements of stagnation pressure PT' swirl angle a, and stagnation
temperature TT are available, the blade forces can be calculated from blade element
theory by aetti:_g I_PT2=I. If I_PTS=2, the program uses the inlet/exit flow data
: for I_PTI=4. If I_PTS=I, separate data must be loaded for the blade force
calculation. If I_PT2=3, the blade force is calculated from the flow conditions
and blade geometry using blade element theory and empirical cascade correlations.
. If I_PT2=4, the blade force is calculated using the distributions of exit air
/_" angle a2(Y) and loss coefficient ZB(Y).
I_PTIO determines whether the blade is stationary (I_PTIO=o, starer) or
(" rotating (I_PTIO=I, rotor), i
"[ Spline i rting Option JL _ JLPTS 1
: Man: _ct contours can only be obtained by measuring coordinates from an
: engineering drawing. Since the ADD code requires curvature (i.e, second
:" derivatives) these measured coordinates must be very accurate in general practice12
:" this accuracy is not possible so therefore, a general spline fitting, smoothing,
; and interpolation routine is used. This subroutine makes use of a standard LMSL
: routine ICSVKU which is a spline fitting routine which optimizes the location of
: the knots or nodal points. The wall contour is numerically differentiated to
[[ obtain second derivatives. A spline is fitted to the second derivative and
integrated analytically. Thus the wall contour is continuous up to the fifth
• derivative. This option is used when the number of output data points JL does not
:.. equal the number of input data points JLPTS.
• .=
.. Streamwise Curvature Correction I_PT7
" When I_PT7=O, _he ADD code uses the streamline curvature data stored on file
..
NINE. When I_PT7=1, the ADD code calculates the compressible axisymmetrlc potential
•:_ flow solution, the corresponding streamline curvatures and stores the results on
...._ file NINE. Subsequent calculations can then be made with I_PT7=O.
"_
%
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4.0 OPERATION OF ADD CODE
" /¢.1 Run_trmim for ADD CodJ.
.¢
i'-- Tho following rungtream In mlfflclont to axccute the ADD -odo on the UNIVAC
,7. llOO/81A computer u_lng the Exec. B operating 6y_tom,
: c- (_ASG,A E!GIlT. ,DIOITRK1500000
i'- (_USE 8., EICHT.
:." _AS{,,A NINE ,D/O/TRK/500000
:" @USE 9. ,NINE.
i: @ASG,T 10, D/O/TRK/6000
,: @ASG,T ll,D/O/TRK/6000
--- OASG,T 12 ,D/O/TRK/6000
- @ASG ,A NINETEEN. ,DIO/TRK/500000
"'. @USE 19. ,NINETEEN
. @ASG ,A ..TNENTYT_'0.,D/O/TRK/500000'r-
: @USE 22. , TNENTYTN_
. @ASG _T 23, D/O/TRK/15000
" @ASG ,T 24,D/O/TRK/15000
J P;" @ASG 'T 25 _D/0/TRK/50000
• : @XQT I_PADD
,=.
7
Input Data
,. @FIN
:7°
• '.." .p
qT.
" I-9
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: 4.2 Input Format for ADD Code
:; The input format for the ADD code is described on the input data coding forms
!. which follow. These coding forms are organized with one form per input data card.
Each form contains the names of the variables, the format, and a description of the
- data• The input option card controls the data that must be read. Since not all
:. cards are read, the user should make certain that the input data agrees with the
:.. Input options.
- In general the input data is read as follows:
:? Card i Title Card
i," Card 2 Option Card
;" Card 3 Mesh Parameter Card
"_ *Card 4 Duct Geometry Card
" + data as required by I_PT3
_ *Card 5 Inlet Flow Card
:. + data as required by I_PTI
Card 6 Force Data Card (If I_PT2 _ O)
- + data as required by I_PT2, I_PTS, ]_PTIO
:" *Card 7 Reference Card
Card 8 Slot Flow Data Card
+ data
:: Card 9 Wail bleed data card
a. *Card i0 Interpolated output data card
i" * NOTE: Blank cards must be loaded when options are not used.
See detatled_rrtteup
.._
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i ICPTI (FLOWIN Option)
:. = 3 Inlet flow is computed by specifying data on Card 5 (turbulent flow).
• - 4 Inlet and exit flow profiles are read from 2*KLL data cards
,- following Card 5. Input, fractional distance Y, stagnation
C pressure PT(Y), static pressure P(¥), swirl angle a(Y), and
stagnation temperature TT(Y ) (turbulent flow).
: = 7 Inlet flow is computed by specifying data on Card 5 (laminar flow).
" = 8 Same as 4 but for laminar flow
: = 9 Same as 4 but: Input fractional distance Y, static pressure
::"i_] PT(Y), streamwise velocity Us(Y), swirl velocity Uo(Y) and
stagnation temperature TT(Y_ (turbulent flow).
'- IcPT2 (FORCE Option)
. f-
ffi O No blade force
7; - 1 Calculate blade force from upstream/downstream flow data; input
o:_" fractional distance Y, stagnation pressure PT(Y), static pres-
:, sure P(Y), swirl angle a(Y), and stagnation temperature TT(Y)
.:=- = 2 Not available
i: ffi 3 Calculate blade force from cascade correlations
[i_ = 4 Calculate blade force from fractional distance Y, exit flow
_'7 swirl angle a2(Y), and loss coefficient ZB(Y)
_: ICPT3 (GDUCT Option) Information follows Card 2
" 1 Calculate a straight, annular duct
°"_._ = 2 Arbitrary duct with evenly spaced axial _tations
,i- = 3 Calculate a straight wall annular diffuser
,.. = 4 Coordtnales _tured on data file
.-.!2 = 5 Arbitrary duct with arbitrary axial stations
- ICPT4 (PRINT Opt ion)
°_ Print _lution every I_PT4 station. For example, if ICPT4 = 3, every
:}" third statton will be printed. If I_PT4 _ -1, the code provides
°i_ an extended printout; this extended printout includes information
:,'.7 about tht, boundary layer profiles and the turbulence model.
•:r 1-13
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I_PT5 (STRUT INPUT Option)
_" Strut input data (if I_PT2 - 1) used to calculate strut forces
from experimental data measured upstream and downstream of strut.
- 1 The upstream and downstream strut data cards are identical
to the inlet and exit flow cards and are not read.
= 2 Read in required profiles.
I_PT6 (STRUT Thickness Effects)
0 Include strut forces plus thickness effects
i Include strut thickness effects only.
I_PT7 (Axisy_netric Compressible Streamline Curvature Corections)
0 - No curvature correction
1 - Curvature correction
ICPT8 (WBLEED Option)
- 0 No Bleed
" 1 Bleed OD wail
- 2 Bleed ID wall
- 3 Bleed OD and IV wall
ICPT9 (COORDINATE Option)
= 0 Make an approximate calculation for bo_h streamlines and
potential llnes--do not save flowfiel_ on disk. Used only
for I_PT3-1
- i Make exact calculation of streamlines and potential lines--
: store results on logical unit 9 and complete viscous flow
calculation.
- 2 Same as 1 but terminate calculation after coordinate calculatJons
are completed.
_" = 3 Read geometry from logical unit 9 and use in viscous flow
calculation.
1-14 i
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:% I_PTIO (ReTeR Option)
- 0 = Stator
:- 1 - Rotor
-. IePTll (FLEW Option)
= 0 Interal flow.
r = I External flow.
4- I_PTI2 (TURBULENCE Option)
::" = 0 Use two-layer turbulence model.7
= 1 Use two-layer turbulence model with low Reynolds number
,. correction. (not tested)
,: = 2 Use two-layer turbulence model with streamline curvature correction.
• = 3 Use two equation turbulence model (applicable to flows in annular
:i:: diffusers only; i.e., diffusers with both inner and outer walls).
=
i,_ IePTI3 (SL_T Option)
":,. - 0 No slot cooling.
:"( = 1 Slot cooling.
, * I_PTI4 (GLOBAL Option)
'%
"_' = 0 Global iterations not used.
?
:_ _ 1 Global iterations used - backward differencing for streamwise
velocity derivatives in vicinity of separation. (See Ref.7)
;T
:" I_PTI5 (JFIRST Option)
Start flow calculation at station I_PT15--if omitted, I_PT15 = 1.
._.. I_PTIb (JLAST Option)
. Stop calculation at station I_PTlb--tf omitted, 1_PT16 = JL.
. I_PT17 (RESTART Opt t on)
"f Restart a previously generated case at station I_PT17.
'. *NOTE: I_PT9 must be equal to 3 and KDS must be the same
...._ value as used in previous run and IOPTI4 > 0 in previous run.
,- 1-15
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I_PTI8 (Neglected Terms Print Option)
- 0 Not Used
- 1 Neglected terms are prlnted
I_PTIO (t_ALIIW Opt1on)
l- 0 £,alculate tnvtactd flow
- 1 Calculate inviacld flow and stop
- 2 Read lnvtscid flow and continue
IOPT20 Not Used
l-II_
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'= 4.3 Output Description for ADD Code
r The printed output on each page of the ADD code is largely self-explanatory.
,. A detailed description of the printed output by page is given together with a sampl_
.! output.
i=,=- Title Page (i)
Printed by _UTPUT
_ Calculated by _U_UT
. Options None
: Description
:: This page presents a list of modifications made to the ADD code toFether with
:" dates and _eport numbers.
'Y
7
T
&
.o
C,
. o,
_ • z'e
,,
,$
',_
1-44
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Echo Print PaRes
Printed by EC_INP
Calculated by EC_INP
Options None
Vescrlption.,, I
The input data is read by subroutine REDINP. This £nput data is i_aediately
printed with input labels by input data card number according to the input data
sheets given in Section 4.2. This echo print is self explanatory and is inten-
ded to assist the user in setting up the data cards.
198301 -TSD08
)_i,
?;
: Coordinates of Blade Centerline Page (I)
Printed by FLINE
_" Calculated by BLDG_)_, FLINE, SLETE
Options Printed when I_PT2>O
: Description
The location of the blade centerline in (r,z) coordinates is calculated by
subroutine BLDG,_M. With the (r,z) coordinates known for each blade input data
point, subroutine FLINE calculates the (n,s) coordinates. Subroutine SLETE
, locates the upstream and downstream blade force calculation surfaces.
V
_._
i Page 1 Coordinates of Blade Centerllne
:Z
y Heading Variable Description
RADIAL LOC. rTC L , Radius-intersectlon with OD wall (ft)
OD WALL
! AXIAL LOC. zTC L , _.xlal-intersectlon with OD wall (ft)
i OD WALL
!:
!" WALL DIST.... , Wall distance intersection with OD wall (ft): XlCL .
: OD WALL
)_. RADIAL LOC. rHC L , Radius intersection with ID wall (ft)
! IP WALL
i AXIAL LOC. ZHCL , Axial intersection with ID wall (ft)
_' ID WALL
!:
WALL DIST. xHCL , Wall distance intersection with ID wall (ft)
ID WALl,
)
i ,'
i"
!_
o.
:. 1-4b
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i, r
.- Head lng Var t able Desc r lpt Ion
?° POINT NO. L , Blade lnput point numbers
- RADIAL LOC. rCL , Radius of centerllne (ft)
"" AXIAL LOC. zCL , Axial location of eenterllne (ft)
STR_I. DIST. xCL • Streamwlse distance (ft)
I
';'t: STRM. COOR. sCL , Streamwlse coordinate
o.._. NORM. COOR. mCL , Normal coordinate
:" *STR}4. STAT. J , Streamwlse station no.
'" *NORM. STAT. K • Normal station no.
_'_,
_:.= *NOTE: point L Is located between
i./- (J, J+l) and (K, K+I)
L .:- UPSTREAM JLEDG , Upstream force calculation surface
._,; STATI ON
DONNSTREAb! JTEDG , Downstream force calculation surface
.: STATION
=,'._
,', n
,1
'2;_,
7
: 1-4 7
?
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!ut FlowData
Printed by WRTO_I
Calculated by CKINPT
Options printed when: I_)TP1 - 4 or 9
I_PT5 = 2
Description 1
Subroutine CKINPT checks the input data used to set up the inlet and exit flow
field when I_PT1 - 4 or 9 and che_ks the data used to calculate the blade force when
I_PT5 - 2. This subroutine solves the normal momentum equation using the input data
to establish radial equilibrium. If the weight flow is not specified on the input
data card, the boundary condition is set by the static pressure on the ID wall when
I_PTll - 0 and by the static pressure on the OD wall when I_PTll - 1. If the weight
flow is specified, the static pressure is set by the weight flow. In either case,
the static pressure shown on these pages is chat calculated from the normal momentum
equations.
Pa_8_ i Check In_put for Wei_h_ Fl_w_and_Ra_d_a_ Eq_illbrlum (I_TPI - 3)
Heading Variable Description
Y/YT Y/YT Fractional distances across duct
TOTAL PRES PT Total Pressure (psfa)
STATIC PRES P Static pressure (psfa)
SNIP,LANG. a Swirl Angle (deS)
TOTAl. TEMP TT Total temperature (dee R)
w ..
Page i Check In_put for Weight Flow and Rad._al Equilibrium _I__PT_I._'_91
Head ins Var lable Descr iption
Y/YT Y/¥T Fractional distance across duct
STRH. VEL. Us Streamwise veloclty (ft/sec)
STAT., PRES. P Static pressure (psfa)
SWIRL VEL. u_ Swlrl veloclty (ft/sec)
TOTAL TEMP. TT Total temperature (des R)
!-48
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OF POORQUALITY
,r
,:- _-----Page 2 Parameters Computed from Input Data _. ._ _
- Head Ins Var lab le De scr Ip t Ion
" Y/YT Y/YT Fractional distance
; HAtH M Hath number
STATIC TEMP. T Static temperature (des R) t
i TOTAL VEL. u Velocity, ft/sec 1
STRM. VEL. us Stream_tse velocity (ft/sec) :
TANG. VEL. u0 Tangential velocity (ft/sec)
:_ ROTOR VEL. v B Rotor velocity (ft/sec)
RELATIVE VEL. u_ - v B Relative velocity (ft/sec)
_ RELATIVE ANG B Relative angle (des)
". WT FL_W FRACTION W(Y)/W Fractional Weight flow
ii
: Page 3 Work Based on__In_put..Da_ta1!¢_PT5_'_21 --
.. Headin8 Variable Description
Y/YT Y/YT Fractional distance
_ WORK IN DATA TT2_TTI Total temperature rlse (des R)
WORK IN ROTOR VB(Ul2-U_l ) Rotor work Input (des R)
t.
:' (Pi2/Pi1)
" _-1
ADIAB. EFF. Adiabatic efficiency
TI2/TI1 -1
: ADIAB. LOSS I - Total pressure loss
" VT 1 TI1/
.'_
y-
.
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Innput Data Pages (4) OF POORQUALI'I_
Printed by WRTINP
Calculated by FNOP_I, FLOWIN
Options Pages are printed according to input optlons
Description
The input data ls printed and labeled including; selected input options, mesh ]
parameters, reference conditions set by BLOCK DATA and subroutine FNORM, and I
average inlet flow conditions set by subroutine FL_WIN.
Pags 1 Run Title
Heading Variables Description
_PTIONS USED I_PT¢ Input options where ¢ ffi 1, 20
MESH PARAMETERS
DDS Transverse mesh distortion parameter
EL Number of streamlines
JL Number streamwlse stations coarse grid
KDS Number steps/station fine grid
INLET FL_N PARAMETERS
MSI MI Inlet Bach number if specified
ALP1 a_ Inlet swirl angle if specified
DSH 6_ Displacement thickness ID wall (ft)
DSJ 6T Displacement thickness OD wall (ft)
ANH nH Power law ID wall
ANT nT Power law OD wall
WFLI w Weight flow if specified (Ib/sec}
PE_F_m_NCE PCINT
WFL¢ w , Calculated weight flow (iblsec)
REY rrOrUr/_r , Reference Reynolds number
DYNP1 ql , Mass average dynamic pressure (psfa)
MACH1 M , Mass average Math number
PRES1 P , Mass average static pressure (psfa)
ATEMPI T , Mass average temperature (deg R)
OMEGZ £ , Rotor speed (rpm)
MACHA _ , Area average Mach number
REYH oh_/_ , Reynolds number based on mass average
flow and inlet height
B1 B1 , Inlet blockage
1-50
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OF POORQUALITY
REFERENCE CONDITIONS
PRESR Pr , Reference preasure (pafa)
TEHPR T r . R_i,,rencv temperature (deg R)
RHOR _r , Reference denaity (_lug/it 3)
CP Cp , Speciilc heat (ft2/deg)
CV Cv , Speclflc heat (ft2/deg_
VISCR ;*r , Referent,, visco_!ty (nJug/!£ 3)
USR u r , Reference w, loclty (ft/_ec)
RADR rr . Reference radlur_ (ft)
SNDR c r , Reference _peed of _ound (ftlscc)
PR !, r , Prandtl number
TURBULENCE PARAHETERS
AKAPPA _ , Von Karman constant
ACHI k , Clauser constant
APLUS A+ , Van Driest constant
PRT PrT , Turbulent Prandtl number
Page 2 Inlet Flow Data If IOPTI ffi4,8
Heading Variable Description
SPANNISE LOCATION Y/YT ' Fractional distance
TOTAL PRESSURE PT , Total pressure (psfa)
STATIC PRESSURE P , Static Pressure (psfa)
SWIRL ANGLE a , Swirl angle (deg)
TOTAL TE}4PERATURE TT , Total temperature (deg R)
..... PaKe 2 Inlet Flow Data If IePTI = 9
Heading Yarlable Descr£ption
SPANNISE LOCATION Y/YT , Fractlonal distance
STREAHNISE VELOCITY us , Streamwlse velocity (ft/sec)
STATIC PRESSURE P , Static pressure (psfa)
SNIRL VEL. u_ , Tangential velocity (ft/sec)
TOTAL TEIdPERA_JRE TT , Total temperature (deg R)
1-51
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Heading Variable Dt,_cripti on
Rt'LOI rCLO , R_tdi_tl location o! Htrut (ft)
ZCLOI ZCLO . Axial location el Htrut (!t)
TtICLI 0CLO t Rotation of strut (dog)
t61qEt;Zl _2 , Rotor speed (rpm)
NB N , Number ot blades
YCL y , Stneking line Y coordlniltt, of CL (it)
AI,I'S txS , Stagger lmgle (deg)
CHt6RD c , Chord ( f t)
THICK/CtlORI_ t/c , Thtcknest_/chord r_tt 1o
CAMBER ¢c , Climber angle (deg)
Xt:L x , X coordinate of ti, (it)
¥ ¥/YT , Fractional distance
BETA i _ fi_
l , lnlet met_ti mlgle (dog)
BETA2* 6"2 , Exit met_tl angle (deg)
This p_tgt, is the same as the Inlet Flow l'ilge 2.
I__lj' 6}
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Duct Geometry Pages _2)
Printed by WRTGDC
Calculated b_, GDUCT, C_RST, SMITH
Options None
Description
The output from GDUCT is printed on page 1 which contains the calculated duct
coordinates for the ID and OD walls. When I_PT3 - 2 or 5 and JLPTS ¢ JL, this page
contains the output from the least squares cubic spline smoothing routine subroutine
SMOOTH. The output from C_RST is printed on page 2 which contains a shortened
summary of the calculated coordinates. Note that the wall coordinates for a given
station number do not agree from page 1 to page 2. On page 1, the coordinates are
given for equal axial stations when I_PT3 _ 5 and for equal wall arc length when
I_PT3 - 5. On page 2, the coordinates are given for equal stations AS in the com-
putational plane. The complete set of coordinate data is stored on Unit 9.
Pa£e_l Calculated Duct Geometry_
Heading Variable Description
DUCTI(N) DN , Input parameters
STRM. STA J , Streamwise station number
AXIAL DIST. z , Axial corrdinate (ft)
RADIAL DIST. r , Radial coordinate (ft)
Pa_e_2 Calculated Duct Coordinates
Hea4ing Variable Description
STRM. STA. J , Streamwlse station number
AXIAL DIST. z , Axial distance (ft)
RADIAL DIST. r , Radial distance (ft)
WALL DIST. x , Wall arc length (ft)
CURV. k , Curvature (1/ft)
1/MET COEF. l/h , 1/Metric coefficient (ft)
1-53
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....,
, Gap Averase Inviscid Flow Page
y.
Printed by WRTCAL
_.__ Calculated by CALINV
;:. Options Printed for every JJ station JJ - I_PT15, I_PT16 depending
,Z on print option I_TP4
" Des crtp tion
,r
•- Subroutine CALINV calculates the solution for the approximate £nvtscid
rotational swirling flow field and the solution is stored on Unit 22.
IC"
i
i.,. Pale_l- Gap Average_ Inviscld Flow
_i. Heading Variable Des crlptlon
L 3
_._. JJ JJ , Coarse grid station number
i=iJ ZH zg , Axial location ID wall (ft)
ZT z T , Axial location OD wall (ft)
1-'=.. Y/YT Y/YT , Fractional distance
! :_ TOTAL PRES. PT , Total pressure (psfa)
F_ STATIC PRESS. P , Static pressure (psfa)
i:; SWIRL ANGLE a , Swirl angle (deg)
!:) TOTAL TEMP. TT Total temperature (deg. R)
; MACH M Mach number
i:= STATIC TEMP. T , Static temperature (deg, R)
i-"." TOTAL VEL. u , Total velocity (ft/sec)
!_ STRM. VEL. uS , Strea,_ise velocity (ft/sec)
- TANG. VEL. u , Tangential velocity (ft/sec)
::; ROTOR VEL. V_B , Rotor velocity (ft/sec)
F. Relative Velocity (ft/sec)
• RELATIVE VEL. u¢-v B ,
i • RELATIVE ANGLE B , Relative angle (deg)
i _ NORM. VEL. u n , Normal velocity (deg)
.g
.J
',:'
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!Wall Bleed Conditions Page (1)
Printed by WBLEED
i
Calculated by WBLEED d
Options printed when I_PT8 > 0
Description
The wall bleed rate is estimated a-prior_ from the plenum conditions and !
the Invlscld static pressure dlstzlbutlon using subroutine WBLEED.
Page 1 Wall Bleed Conditions
Heading Variable Description
DISCHARGE CDI S , Discharge coefficient of holes
COEFFICIENT z
RATIO HOLE AREA AHS , Ratio of hole to surface area !
TO SURFACE AREA
PLENUM STAGNATION PTP , Plenum total pressure (psfa)
PRESSURE
PLENUM STAGNATION TTp , Wall distance start,bleed (ft) _!
TEMPERATURE
WALL DISTANCE START XBL , Wall distance stop bleed (ft) !
BLEED i
WALL DISTANCE XH , Wall distance ID (ft)
HUB WALL
@
WHB , Wall bleed rate ID (ib/sec/ft 2)MASS BLEED
HUB WALL
TOTAL BLEED WHB , Integrated bleed (lb/sec)
HUB WALL
1-55
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"'- Heading Variable Description
i :: WALL DIST xT , Wall distance OD (fr)
i. ;- TIP WALL
! o (lb/sec/ft 2)
i i!-.. MASS BLEED WTB , Wall bleed rate OD
it: TIP WALL 1
r_ TOTAL BLEED , Integrated bleed (lb/sec) '
!..f
'T
! ,::
I
! , !
,g
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Cap Avere._eFlow ProperCies PaRes (6_
Printed by WRTS_V
Calculated by S_LVI, TURB, TURB2Q, AHF_R
Options Printed for every JJ station JJ-I_PTI$, I_PT16 depending on
 ¢TP4
ICPT4 > 0 print only page 1
I_PT4 < 0 print pages 1 through 8
Description
Subroutine S_LVI solves the equation of motion for turbulent compressible
flow using subroutine TURB to calculate the eddy viscosity using algebraic turbulence
models or subroutine TURB2Q using the t_o equation turbulence model. Subroutine
S_LVI also integrates the work input by the blades and the entropy rise due to
the dissipation function which is printed on page 6. The solution printed on
pages 1 and 2 are stored on Unit 8.
P_ge __Ca_p__A_e_aKe Flow Properties
Heading Variable Description
JJ JJ , Streamwise coarse 8rid number
_DS JKDS , Fine grid station number
AXIAL LOC. z , Axial coordinate (ft)
RADIAL LOC. r , Radial coordinate (ft)
WALL DIST. x , Wall arc length (ft)
WALL TEMP. Tw , Wall temperature if specified (de8 R)
WALL BLEED wB , Wall bleed (lb/ft2/sec)
STR_LINE NO. K , Transverse grid number
Y/YTIP Y/YT , Fraction distance
STRM. VEL. u s , Strean_ise velocity (ft/sec)
TANG. VEL. u_ , Tangential velocity (ft/sec)
NORM. VEL. un , Normal velocity (ft/sec)
TOTAL VEL. u , Total velocity (ft/sec)
SWIRL ANGLE a , Swirl angle (de 8)
FtACHNO. M , Nach nmnber
TOTAL TEMP. TT , Total temperature (de 8 R)
TOTAL PRES. PT , Total pressure (ps£a)
YPLUSH Y+ Universal distance to first grid pointH
ID wall
+
YPLUST YT , Universal distance to first grid point
OD wall
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? Pale._2 - G...ap_ve...ra_s_ Flow Pro_erties
i.
!; Heading Variable Description
JJ JJ , SCreamwise coarse srid no.
JKDS JKDS , SCreun_ise fine srid no.
STREAMLINE NO. K , Transverse srid no.
Y/YTIP Y/YT , Fractional distance t
WT. FLOW w(Y) , Weishc flow (lb/sec)
_" STATIC PRES. P , Static pressure (psfa)
STATIC TEMP. T , SCaCic temperatur9 (de S R)
DENSITY 0 , Density (sluss/ft 3) .
= ENTROPY I/_ , Entropy/sas constant
_ STRH. STRESS _us , SCrean_ise stress (lb/fC_)
14 TANG. STRESS _n¢ , Tangential stress (lb/fC Z)
:= HFATFLUX q , Heat flux (lb/fc/sec)
)
: Pa£e_3/4 Boundar___Pro_ercles Eub/Ti_ Wall
Heading Variable Description
WALL VISCOSITY _w , Viscosity ac wall (slug/ft/sec)
WALL HEAT CON. Aw , Conductivity at wall (lb/sec/des)
:_ WALL TEHP Tw , Wall temperature (desR)
: WALL DENS. +p n2)i/2 , Wall density (slus_fC 3)i' WALL STRESS (_ns 2 _ , Well stress (1b/it z)
:_ USTAR u , Friction velocity (fc/sec)
QWALL qw(u*) 3 , Normallzlns factor on heat flux
(ib/fC/sec)
STREAmlINE NO. K , Streamline number
Y y , Distance from wall (fC)
VISC./WALL VISC. pE/_ , Effective viscosity ratio
HEAT CON. AE/Aw , Effective conductivity ratio
YPLUS Y+ *
" Pwu Y/_w ' Universal distancei
u+ Universal velocity). UPLUS " u/u* ,
t. T+ Universal stressTPLUS " _/_w '
:j QPLUS Q+ - q/(0wU .3) , Universal heat flux
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r '..
!- :/: Pale 5 Caj_ _Av_era__e Turbulence Proj_erttesi : ------
, +_ Heading Variable Description
(" STEAMLINE NO. K Streamline number(. P
_+_+" Y/YTIP Y/YT , Fractional distance
:- REY. STRESS -utv"---7 , Reynolds stress (ft2/sec 2)
_..... __ ft 2 sec 27 TURB. K.E. u'ut/2 , Turbulence kinetic energy ( / )/i
:
/_ DISSIPATION v _dy/ , Turbulence dissipation (ft2/sec 3)
i,+ l/(d+)'oi: NIXING LENGTH _ - , Prav+_tl mixing length (ft)
, RICH. NO. Rcs , Richardson number for streamline curva-?; S ture
,:_. RICH NO. PHI RIo , Richardson number for swirling flow
,)
::, Pa_e_6_ G._a_A__v_era_g_eWo_rk_ Lo_ss_ Efficiency_
: Head Ing Vat lable Descr Iptlon
STREAMLINE NO. K , Streamline number
Y/YTIP Y/YT , Fractional distance
• WT. FL_W w(Y)/w , Weight flow fraction
r
: FRACTION
_.:,: ROTOR VEL. v B , Rotor velocity (ft/sec)
' tan-1 (u,/Us) ,
:_.:_ ABS. ANG. a _ Absolute flow angle (deg)
::'-:. REL. ANG. B tan-l(u_-VB)/(Us) Relative flow angle (des)
+- WORKIN. TT2/TTI-1 , Work input
:1.7 WORK OUT PT2/PTI-I _ Work output
:;. LOSS 1-exp (-AI) , Loss
;'" 7-i
)/7 (PT2/PTI) X--'_
/+ ADIABATIC Adlabat ic ef f ic tency
?; EFFICIENCY TT2/TTI "I '
+- 1-59
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TRUNCATION _ , Mass averase total temperature (des R)ERROR
EROTH _ Error in PTp_
6P
EPRES _- , Error in P
ER_OS pu s , Error in Ous
6 (Us2) 2
EUSUS , Error in u
- 2 s
us
EUPUP __ , Error .In u_ 2
u_
EENTP --= • Error in I
I
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- sire! _ruat Averqe Pa_e (1) .OF.POORQUALITy
."_ Printed by BHFCJR
- - Calculated by BI4F_R, _g
"- Option None
"_
%
:. Descrip tton
'.4..
_ The stream thrust average quantities are calculated by subroutine AMF_Rwhich
"_ computes an average Math number which satisfies the one dimensional enersy,
i;; continuity, and momentum (stream thrust) equations.
-
m
:_ Page 1 Stream Thrust Average Properties
_ ::; Heading Variable Des crip tioni •
STATION J Stremuwise station
_" NO.
: ZInC ZLOc-(ZH+ZT)/2 Mean axial distance (H)
:'_ AM k Average Mach number
= BPR P Average static pressure (psf)
BPRO PT Average total pressure (psf)
%
STRT T Stream thrust (Ib)
,_A _ Crossectlonal area (ft2)
WC W Choked weight flow (lb/sec)
= Cr
• PTL_SS (PTI-PT)/PTI Total pressure loss
:. 1 dw Total temperature aLtxin8
. . ;.'
':'2
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Pr&nted by WRTSUM
Calculated by S_LVI, PAVER
Option None
Description
The mass flow weighted average flow properties are calculated by subroutine
FAVER and printed on pase 1. The remainins flow parameters printed on pases 2 and 3
are calculated by subroutine S_LVI.
Pa_e_l Mass Flow Weish. ted Avera_e__Flow
Headins Variable Description
STRM. STA JJ , Streamwise station number
m
AXIAL DIST. z - (z H + ZT)/2 , Axial distance (ft)
STRM. VEL. _s , Streamwise velocity (ft/sec)
TAN. VEL. u , Tangential velocity (ft/sec)
STATIC PRES. _ , Static pressure (psfa)
STATIC TEMP. T , Static temperature (°R)
DENSITY _ , Density (slus/ft 3)
MACH No. R , Math number
TOTAL PRES. _T , Total pressure (psfa)
TOTAL TEMP. TT , Total temperature (des. R)
LOSS l-exp(ll-I) , Loss (I-PTz/PTI)
W
BLOCK B - i sA(pU) z , Blockase
Pa_e__2 Wall Pressure and Friction Coefficient
Headins Variable Description
STRM. STA. JJ , Streamwise station
AXIAL DIST. z , Axial distance (ft)
WALL DIST. x 0 Wall arc length (ft)
PRES. COEF. (P-PI)/q® , Pressure coefficient
STREM. FRICT.
COEF. Tns/q® , Strea_ise friction coefficient
TANG. FRICT.
COEP. _n_/q® , Tansential friction coefficient
DYNP. PRES. q® , Maximum dynamic pressure (psfa)
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P Convective H_at Tran_ fer _
H,.adinl; Variable Description
STRM. STA JJ , Strcmuwtse station
AXIAL DIST. z , Axial distance (ft)
WALLDIST. x , Wall arc len_,th (ft) 1
WALL TEMP. Tw , Wall Temperature (des R)
LOCAL QW q_w , Wall heat flux (Ib/ftl_e_)
TOTAL QT qT "fqwda ' Intesrated heat flux (ft lb/sec)
ORIGINAL PA@E 18
OF POORQUALITY
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Blade Force Pages (4)
..... Printed by F_RC(2)
_" Calculated by F_RC(I), FINVXS, CASC, _LADE
_"" Options Prlnted vhen I_PT2 > 0
,," Description
The flow field variables calculated by subroutlne FINVIS are printed on
:_: pages (1) and (2). These variables are printed for both the flow Just upstream
_= and Just downstream of the blades, The blade row (e,_scade 8eometry) used by sub-s
,;: routine CASC is printed on page 3, The blade force, work and adiabatic efficiency
: calculated by subroutine F_RC a_e printed on page 4.
: Pa_e_l Blade Force Flow Variables
_ Heading Variable Description
.
_
B.= STREAMLINENO. K , Transverse grld number
_ _ Y/YTIP Y/YT . Fractional distance
:i :_ STRM. VEL. us , Streamwise velocity (ft/sec)
.: TANG. VEL. u_ , Abs, ,ate tangential velocity (ft/sec)
REL. VEL. Relative tangential velocity (ft/sec)
,. W_ l
TOTALVEL. u , Total absolute velocity (ft/sec)
_" ABS. ANG. a . Absolute swirl angle (des)
NACHNO. M , Absolute Math number
." TOTALTEMP. TT . Total temperature (des R)
.._ TOTALPRES. PT , Total pressure (psfa)
; Pa_e_2 Blade Force Variables
: Heading Variable Description
STREAMLINENO. K , Transverse 8rld number
Y/YTIP Y/YT , Fractional distance
RADIUS r , Radius (ft)?,
-,_ STAT. PRES. P , Static pressure (psfa)
: STAT. TENP. T , Static temperature (des R)
__. DENSITY 0 , Density (slug/ft3)
_ ENTRaP/GAS C_NST. I/_ , Entropy
ABS. ANG. a , Absolute flow angle (des)
!_ REL. ANG. B , Relative flow angle (de S)
' BLADEVEL. v B , Rotor velocity (ft/sec)t"
,f-
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Pa_e_3 Cascade Parameters
HeadinK Varlmble Description
STREANLINE NO. K , TrsnaverJe grid number
_I_IUS r . Radlus (ft)
THICK/CH_RD tlc , Thlckneas/chord
GAP S , Gap (ft)
S_LD o , Solidity c/8
CHORD c , Chord (ft)
CAMBER ANG. @c , Clrcular arc camber angle (des)
STAGGER ANG. a s , StasBer ansle to axis (des)
LOSS COEF. ZB , Loss coefflclent
Pale_4 Blade Force,_Wo_rk,_Efflclenc_
Head Ins Var lable Descr ipt ion
STRFANLINE NO. K , Transverse grid number
LIFT C_EF. CL , Lift coefficient
DRAG C_EF. CD , Dras coefficient
STRH. F_RCE F S , Strea_ise force/span, lb/ft
TANG. F_RCE F¢ , Tansentlal force/span, Ib/ft
WORKIRPUT Cp(TT2-TTI) , Work input, ft2/sec 2
TT2/TTI-1 TT2/TTI-1 , Total temperature increase
PT2/PTI-1 PT2/PT1-1 , Total pressure increase
ADIAB. EFF. _ , Adiabatic efficiency
.DP,tG!_AL PAGE IS
nF, POOR QUALITY
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_- Ony_ D.tmenslonal Boundary Laver Parameter P_
Printed by BLPAI_
t'.al rulated by ItLP/_
:, (}pt ions None
_" DescrlJ_tIon
The inviscld flow field solution stored on Unit 22 is compared with the viscous
solution stored on Unit 8 and the edge of the boundary layer is determined using a
, vortlcity criteria. Then the displacement and momentum thicknesses are calculated
using the definition derived in subroutine BLPAII_Io Note that for swirling flow with
thick boundary layers and normal pressure gradients the definitions have an extended
• fornl.
'l
_r Page I/2 One Dimensional Hub/Tip Boundary Lav_er Parameters
_,_
""L Headl ng Variab le Descrl ptlon
Z z , Axial distance (ft)
.,.. DEL 6 ) Boundary layer thickness (ft)
,_ MACll H,, , Edge Mach ntumber) ..
ii DELS t_ , Displacement thickness (ft)
THET 0 , Momentum thickness (ft)
t112 111.2 , Shape factor
P&;TII Re 0 , Reynolds number based on 0
DELH 5_ , Swirl displacement thickness (ft)
-; THEP 0_ , Swirl momentum thickness (ft)
" CF Cf , Skin friction coefficient
i
£
_ .V,,
t
"-0 ;"
: -a_ ) I , . , .
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Interpolated Output data pages (7_
Printed by FLINE, WRTF_U
Calculated by FLINE, F_UTP
Options Printed when NIAST > 0
Descriptlon 1
The (n,s) coordinates for the output data llne are calculated and printed by
subroutine FLINE. The interpolated solution on the output data llne is calculated
by subroutine F_JTP and printed by subroutine WRTF_U. The printed output from
WRTF_U shows the sol_tion in which the veolcity _nd stress components are resolved
in three different coordinate systems. Pages 2 and 3 show the solution in the
(n,s,_) or ADD code coordinate system. Pages 4 and 5 show the solution in the
(r,z,_) or cylindrical coordinate system. Pages 6 and 7 show the solution in the
the (¥,X,_) coordinate system where Y is tangentent to the output data line and
X is normal to the output data line.
_ _ _Page 1 Coordinates of Output Data Line
Heading Variable Description
RADIAL L_C. rWT , Radius intersection with OD wall (ft)
OD WALL
AXIAL L_C. ZWT , Axial intersection with OD wall (ft)
OD WALL
WALL DIST. xWT , OD wall distance to intersection (ft)
OD WALL
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*" Page 2 Gap Average Flow Properties at Output Data Station
" _(N,S)_.Coordtnate S_yS_tem
-' Head ins Variable Description
AXIAL L_C. ZH , Axial wail coordinate 13 (ft)
_ ItUB
•;. RADIAL LOC. rH , Radial wall coordinate I1) (ft)
" HUB
-';_ WALL DIST. XH , Wall distanc(: 13 (ft)
:" *WALL TEMP. TH , Wall temperature 13 (des. 11)
WALL BLEED WH , Wall bleed ID (ibnlft2/sec)
HUB
;
AXIAL L_C. ZT , Axial wall coordinate OD (ft)
TIP
!
RADIAL L_C, r T , Radial wall coordinate OD (ft)
TIP
WALL DIST. XT , Wail distance OD (ft)
TIP
• _ALL TEMP TT , Wail temperature OD (des. R)
TIP
0
WALL BLEED WT , Wall bleed OD (ibn/ft2/sec)
. *Note: For adiabatic _mlls TH = TT = O.
" STREAMLINE NO. L , Output data point number
,¶
.; Y/YTIP Y/YT , Fractional distance
='*'.. STIr. VEL. us , Strea_ise velocity (ft/sec)
2 TANG. VEL. u_ , Tangential velocity (ft/sec)
i N_RM. VEL. un ., 'Normal velocity (ft/sec)
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•._ Beadins Variable Descr tpt ton
£i
_::i RADIAL L_C. rwH , Radius Intersection with ID wall (ft)
. ID WALL
_._.. AXIAL _ zt_ I , Axial Intersection with ID wall (ft)
: ID WALL
,2F
_ ,Lr
- WALLDIST xWH , ID wall distance to Intersection (ft)
2" ID WALL
7
'.,: P_INT NO. L , Output data point mmber
i- RADIAL L_C. r L , Radial location of point L (ft)
,: FT•
_'£:; AXLaU.,L_C z L , Axial location of point L (ft)
Q" FT
....2-. STRM. DIST. xL , Stremwtse distance to point L (ft) -
' FT
_:)2: STRM. C_R. sL , Streamaise coordinate of point L
_ !?.,.
o:_, NORM. C_R n L , Normal coordinate of point L
_,:i):, *STRM. STAT. J(SL,nL) , Stream_se mask point number
J
•N_RM. STAT l(SL,nL) , Normal mask point number
' D-
'.: *The point (SL,nL) lles between (J, J+l) and (k,k+l).
.,',;°
',b
%
:
'%,f"
o 7
'/p
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Head ing Var table Descrip =ion
TOTAL VEL. u , Total velo,.'ity (ft/sec)
SWIRL ANGLE _'tan'l(u_/Us) , Swirl an_le (deg.)
MACH NO. M , Math number
_" TOTAL TEMP. TT , Total temperature (deg. R)
TOTAL PRES. PT , Total pressure (psta)
: i
Page 3 Gap Average Flow Properties on Output Data Line
(n,s) Coordinate --System
.:. Heading Variable Description
STRHLINE NO. L , (kltput da.*q point no ..... :
Y/YTIP Y/YT , Fractional distance
WT. FLOW W , Weight flow to point L (ib/sec)
STATIC PRES. P , Static pressure (ib/ft2)
STATIC TEMP. T , Static temperature (deg. R)
DENSITY P , Density (slugs/ft 3)
ENTROPY I/R , Entropy (dimensionless)
ST1@[. STRESS. ans , Streamwlse stress (ib/ft2)
TANG. STRESS On_ , Tangential stress (lb/ft2)
HEAT FLUX q , Heat flux (ib/ft/sec)
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'_}, Page 4 Cap Average Flow Properties at Output Data Station
(r, z) Coordinate S_ystem
:_ Heading Variable Description
;q.. STREAMLINE NO. L , OutNt data point no.
Y/YTIP Y/YT , Fractional distance
:_ AXIAL VEL. u z , Axial velocity (ft/sec)
:" TANG. VEL. u_"i , Tangential velocity (ft/sec)
:-: RADIAL VEL. ur , Radial velocity (ft/sec)
"._';'-, TOTAL VEL. u , Total velocity (ft/sec)
i!-i TAN(A)=UP/VZ a:tan-l(U_/U z) , Swlrl angle (deg.)
, ; MACHNO. M , Hach number
= TOTAL TEMP. TT , Total temperature (deg. R)
_" TOTAL PRES. PT Total pressure (psfa)¢.,
','2
_' Page 5 Gap Average Flow Properties at Output Data Station
.... (r_z) Coordinate System
;12 Headlng Varlable DescrLptlon
,-, STREAMLINE NO. L , Output data point no.
- ANGLE T 0 , Angle between S and Z coordinate (des.)
.."
WT FLOW W , Weight flow (lb/sec)
STATIC PRES. P , Static pressure (psfa)
r
,_. STATIC TEHP T , Static temperature (deg. R)
_., DENSITY P , Density (slug/ft 3)
": ENTROPY I/R
_. , _tropy (dimensionless)
SIGRF Orz , Stress component (psfa)
:- SIGRP Or_ , Stress component (psfa)
HEAT FLUX q , Heat flux (Ib/ft/sec)
qT
.!Z
..o
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JPage 6--Gap AverageFlow Properties st Output Data Station "t
_(X_Z__Coordinate S_y!tem
Heading Variable Description
STRE_4LINE NO. L , Output data point no.
Y/YTIP Y/YT , Fractional distance j
b_ VEL. ux , Ux velocity (ft/sec.) .!TANG. VEL. , Tangential velocity (ft/sec.)u_
UY VEL. Uy , Uy velocity (ft/sec.)
TOTALVEL. u , Total velocity (ft/sec)
aotan-l(u0/ux) , Swirl angle (des.)TAN(A)= UP/UX
HACHNO. M , Math number
TOTAl TEMP. r T , Total temperature (des. R)
TOTALPRES. PT , Total pressure (psta)
Page 7 Gap Average Flow Properties at Output Data Station
_y_x_Coordinate S_y_eta
Head in K Vat tabl • Descr tpt ion
STREAMLINENO. L , Output data point no.
ANGLET ® , Angle between X and Z coordinates (des.)
WT. FLOW W , Weight flow to point L (1b/set)
STATIC PRES. P , Static pressure (psfa)
STATIC T_P. T , Static temperature (des. R)
DENSITY P , Density (deg/ft)
ENTROPY I/R , Entropy (dimensionless)
STGXY axy , Cxy stress (psf)
SICYP Oy_ , _ stress (psf)
HEAT FLUX q , Heat flux (lb/ft/sec.)
1-72
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: 6.6 Diagnostics for ADD Code
: Numerous checks are _ade during the course of the calculation. If a _tnor
. error occurs, a DIAGNOSTICmessage to printed and the calculation continues.
If a fatal error occurs, a DIAGNOSTICmeasase is printed and the calculation stops.
: A description of the DIAGNOSTICSis $ivan in this section. The DIAfiN_STIC message
• is always in the form:
**DIAGNOSTIC NO. XX FOR ANNULARDIFFUSER DECK**
" where xx refers to one of the errors listed. It should be noted that numerical
values printed with the DIAGNOSTICmseale viii be in dimm_ionless form or in
-,. English units.
"" 1) I_FE3 OUTSIDE RANGE OF ALLOWABLE DUCT OPTIONS4
'_ This error is detected in Subroutine ALllW. The input option must be between
" 1 < I_PT3 _ 5.
: 2) No solution exlsta in ANYOR
This error is detected in Subroutine AMFOR. This subroutine solves the Math
number function (:'- N=M I + I +)'
for M given N. The function has a maximum at M m 1. Hence
; N ill = [1(' + y)]",/l
Solutions do not exit for values of N > l(l).
3) l_qSS FLOWEXCEEDSTHENAXINUNMASS FLOWPOSSIBLE
This error is detected in Subroutine AMINLTwhich solves the Mach number.
function y+ t
for M given N. This function has a maximum for M - 1 liven by
_. lV+I
-:':- N Ill = X'+I
_ 2
.: corresponding to choked flow.
w
4) ISHAPE AND I_PT2 ARE NOT CONSISTENT
This error is detected in subroutine CASC. For blade and strut calculations
.- use only I¢PT2=3 with any ISHAPE, where
- 1-73
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,- 3 _< IS_PE .< 6
:.. Otherwise, the calculation viii stop.
:',7
,- 5) FOR BEST RESULTg ADD A STRAIGXT ANNULAR CHANNEL INLET
_': Thls error is detected in Subroutine C0_RI. In the construction of the
i " duct coordinates, it is assumed that the inlet has no curvature as shown
: in the figure below. This is not a fatal error because small inlet
curvatures may be tolerated. For best results add a straight annular
_,_ section to the inlet as shown by the dotted lines in the figure.
I,
:',, OUTER WALL
, .,-
INNER WALL
T O -" --O .....
7
) ,.,,
", _ i i i
"" Z
:._" Addition of Straight Annular Chennel Inlet
_: 6) PROGRAMASSUNES INLET FLOW HAS CURVATURE
' :'! Thls error is detected in Subroutine C_RI Same as diasnostlc 5
r
- [-74
_r
.i"
: 7) WALL CURVATURE IS TOO LARGE AT STATION X,
This error is detected in Subroutine C_R1 usually if the duct has a
discontinuous change in vall curvature such as shown in the figure below.
ORIGINALPAQE 18 .. fF POORQUALIfy _...
Z
Discontinuous Change in Wall Curvature
8) Not Used
f) GREATER THAN 1,0 PERCENT NOR/4AL PRESSURE GRADIENT ERROR RECALCULATESTATIC
PRESSURE
This error is detected in Subroutine ERPIN, This subroutine integrates
the radial momentum equillbrium equation,
/' v °;]
i. 0
and compares (PT " PH) to that computed for the input inlet flow (PT - PH)I •
If the error given by
... (: o cD_-_,
is greater than 0,01, the input initial static pressure distribution is
replaced by the above pressure equation and the inlet flov is recalculated.
10) Not Used
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11) MASS FLOWREQUREDEXCEEDSNAXINUNMASS FLOWPOSSIBLE
This error £a detected in Subroutine CKINPT. If it is dsterminud that choked
..,.i_ flow exists in the duct, this d_snostlc will be printed; the weisht flow must
:4//'-'" be reduced.
" 12) PRESSURERISE EXCEEDSP_ISSIBLE PRESSURE RISE
", This error is detected in Subroutine CKINPT and indicates that the deck cannot
calculate properly the initial flow profiles. Check input for errors.
i_. , 13) ITERATIONOF BACKPRESSURECALCULATIONFAILS TO CONVERGE
.-- /,
• _- This error is detected in Subroutine FINVIS.
: " Iu the calculation of strut forces, it has been assumed that the strut exit
_Z flow is subsonic and unseparated (i.e., u s > O) If these conditions are
" violated, no solution can be obtained. The cL1culation will stop.e
• 14) BOUNDARYLAYERTOOTHIN FORMESHSPACING
.- Thls error Is detected in Subroutine FL_k'IN. The viscous flow calculation
requires a finite initial boundary layer thickness. In addition, it requires4
enough mesh points to describe the inlet boundary layer velocity profile.
_": The deck assumes arbitrarily that at least five mesh points are required.
- Thus, if this diqnostic occurs, increase the number of mesh points, KL,
increase the mesh distortion parameter, DDS. or increase the assumed inlet
:, boundary layer thickness. If DDS is input equal to zero. the program auto-
: maritally sets the mesh distortion parameter to the appropriate value for
:" turbulent flow.
: 15) TOTALPRESSUREIS LESS THANSTATIC PRESSURE
_ This error is detected in Subroutine FL_MIN. A check is made on the input
_, data for I_PTI= 4 to make sure chat PT > P"
_" 16) INPUT DATANOT IN RADIAL EQUILIBRIUN CORRECTIONSAPPLIED TO STATIC PRESSURE! ,_"
:' This, error is detected in Subroutine FL_NIN. A check is made of the input
-- static pressure data for I_PTI-4. If the static pressure data are not in
_'_ radial equilibrium, it is assumed that the static pressure dat_ are in error
; and that the other inlet data are correct. Then the static pressure profile
is computed from
..,-
,,m
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with the ID wall etatlc pressure as a boundary condition. OF POOR OUAL#_
- 17) INPUT DDS MUST BE SPECIFIED
- This error Is detected In Subroutine FN_RM. At tht_ tlme there Is no
algorithm to select automatically the mesh distortion parameter DDS for 1
'"::'._ laminar flow.
: 18) BLADE DATA ERROR IN CKINPT ROUTINE
This error Is detected In Subroutine CKINPT. Blade data have been input
incorrectly and must be rearranged wlth Y Increasln8.
"'L 19) NO UNIQUE SOLUTION FROM MINVRT
" Thls error is detected in Subroutine MINVRT. If the matrix used to solve
.:- for the turbulent flow solution is singular, no solution can be obtained.
:.i" This situation may occur due to numerical truncation errors.
:, 20) LEADING OR TRAILING EDGE INDEX OF STRUT OUT OF RANGE
v
" This error Is detected in Subroutine SLETE. In order to compute blade
"-:" forces, the strut must be located entirely within the duct length. This
," problem may be ellmlnated by extending the duct as shown in the figure.
v
•: "-_ STRUT' ' :
EXTENDED DUCT
4';
:'ii
. /
':" Z
U.:
::., Extended Duct Section
:L,
!.,.:
::' 1-77
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21) SLOTINeUTNOTIN INCRF,ASINCORDER OF POORQUALITY
; This error is detected in Subroutine SL_TA.
•- The slot input data must b,. arranged in order of increasing axial distance.
:' Check input data. The calculation stops if this error is detected
22) CHOKEDFLOWIN SLOT.
.:- This error is detected l, Subroutine SLTFL_. The slot weight flow is
2 determined by the ratio of the stagnation pressure of the slot coolant
' fluld to the local wall static pressure. If thle pressure ratio is too
large the flow may be choked at the slot inlet. The calculation wlll stop.
= 23) BOUNDARYLAYER OVERLAPOR TOOLARGE
?
- This error _s"ddt_cte_ in Subroutine FL_WIN. For internal flow, the sum
of the boundary layer thicknesses on the hub and tip walls must be less
than the duct inlet height• Check input data•
" 24) SET TOTALTENPERATURE,PRESSURE, ANGLETO VALUEAT EDGEOF BOUNDARYLAYER
= - CORRECTIONAPPLIED
This error iv detected in _ubroutin¢ FL_WIN. For I_PT1-4, the calculated
" boundary layer profiles are matched to input inlet flow profiles.
A good match requires that the stagnation pressure, PT, b_ constant in the
_. experimentally determined b_undary layer reglon.as sho_m in the figure
(dashed llne).
i :
=" 0-0¢-
_. <)-0-
.'" /_H 6.r
i "
_ T
,= Y
? _ Comtructinll the Inlet Flow! ,7
! ---
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'.'. 25) TRUNCATION ERROR CANNOT BE REDUCED BY STEP SIZE
" ThlA error ia detected in Subroutine S_LVI. If the step size parameter (KDS)
:_ la not specified, It iv selected automatically by checklng the truncation
": error at each _tap. When an Instability occurs, the program attempts t_
._ reduce the truncation error by reducing the straa_ia_ step a_ze. If the
; trunc_,tlon error cannot be reduced below a mtnumum value, the calculation
_topg.
26) Nt_ERICAL INSTABILITY
: This error ia detected in Subroutine FCORCT and Subroutine SOLVI and is an
: indication that the program has calculated negative temperature or pressures.
.- The calculation stops if this problem occurs.
27) RHOCX ITERATION DID NOT CONVERGE, ERR =
'7
This error Is detected in Subroutine F_RCE. In determining the blade force,
i_. an iteration scheme is used to determine the downstream static pressure. If
this iteration fails to converge, this diagnosti_ is printed together with th_
maximum error found in the iteration. The calculation, however, is not
._ terminated.
-- 28) I}PT3 _ 2 OPTION NOT IN USE
: This error is detected in Subroutine F_RCF but this option has been deleted
_- from the current version of the ADD code.
: 29) SOLUTION REQUIRES REVERSE FLOW, INCREASE W'FLOW
'_ This error is detected in Subroutine CKINPT. For flows with radial pressure
•: gradients, there is a mlnlmumweight flow below which reverse flow exists.
._ This problem can be corrected by increasing the weight flow. The calculation
:. wlll stop.
:1
30) LOAD DOWNSTREANFLOW DATA CM_DS
,u
This error is detected in subroutine CALINV and indicates that the downstream
_= flow data cards, required by I_PTI=4 or 9, have not been entered. The
:i_ calculation will stop.
#
' 31) SOLUTION FOR BLADE FORCE DOES NOT EXIST
Thls error is detected in s-broutlne F_RCE. The blade force cannot be
' calculated because uo invlscid flow solution can be calculated. (Same
as DIAGNOSTIC 29). The calculation wlll stop,
1-79
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_, 32) GRADIENT OF METRIC COEFFICIENT -
!, FOR BETTER RESULTS ADD STRAIGHT CHANNEL INLET
i 17`
• ::- Thls error is detected in Subroutine C_R&. It is assumed that the inlet
- duct has no curvature. To avoid problems, add a straight annular sectionT
to the inlet. The calculatlon will continue.
y"
4--
= 33) INPUT TOO LARGE FOR COLE'S LAW
SET N <
_ :-- This error is detected in subroutine FLCWIt_.
_" Cole's friction law requires a certain relationship HI2 = HI2 (Re) such that
! there is an upper bound of n < i0. For a solution to exist,
2_
A:K--_ I- > 1.575
Setting I
Hmi n = I 1.5751Kne
U*
: Then
2
n < _Tm_n-!
The calculation will stop.
34) WEIGHT FLOW ITERATION MAY NOT CONVERGE IN SUBROUTINE CKINPT CHECK INPUT DATA.
.. The error is detected in Subroutine CKINPT. The wei&ht flow iteration that
i determines the static pressure may not converge if the free stream invlscid
" flow is hlghly distorted. An input flow which is more uniform in stagnation
: pressure is required. The calculation will stop.
7
35) WFLI and I_PTII OPTIONS INCOMPATIBLE.
A.
7 This error is detected in subroutine ALTMN. The weight flow cannot be specified
=•,- for external flow. The calculatlon will stop.
•: 36) I_PTI = 1 or I_PTI : 2 OPTIONS NOT USED.
7
- This error is detected in Subroutine ALTMN. The options I_PTI : i and I_PTI : 2
X%
-. have been deleted from the code.
7
: ':7'
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-- 37) CONFLICT OF OPTIONS, $_PT14 < 0 IMPLIES SEPARATION AND GLOBAL ITERATIONS.
: AUTOMATIC STEP SIZE ALGORITHM CANNOT BE USED.
::- This error is detected in Subroutine S_LVI. _en perfonnin$ a global
:- iteration (I_PT14 < 0), the same number of stre,_ise steps must be used
7. for each iteration. Hence the automatic step size algorithm for the
: i °
-. stream_se direction must not be used. The _alculation will stop.
_" 38) LET TOO SMALL FOR TURBULENT BOUNDARYLAYER
,.
RET - XXXX1
" This error is detected in Subroutine CFC_LE. Cole Vs skin friction law is
i _: not valid for Reynolds numbers based on momentum thickness. RET less than
i _ 1000. For RET less than 1000, the boundary layer is laminar. The
_ calculation will stop.
i:-" 39_ DATA LINE DOES NOT INTERSECT WALL WITHIN MESH
,. .
:i; This error is detected in subroutine ALINE. The first and last points on
:" the input data line must lie outside the duct and second and next to last
,:::;
:; must lie inside the duct. The calculatlen will stop.
I
!-_ 40) INPUT DATA LINE DOES NOT INTERSECT WITHIN MESH
!u:.-
i " This error is detected in Subroutine CR_SS2. Check points on input data
i: llne to make sure that they lie inside the computational mesh. The
: - calculation will stop.
_ 41) CAMBER ANGLE _ IS OUTSIDE LIMITS OF CORRELATION
i. ,_
:.'7-
i- _C
!,. This error is detected in Subroutine CASC. If ISHAPE = 5 or 6, then for
._ correlations in NACA SP36, _ > O. The calculation will continue but the
: user is outside limits of correlations.
!..-"
'-_= 42) IMSL LIBRARY FAILURE NO. XXX
'''" This error is detected in Subroutine SMOOTH. Check input coordinates
i_::_ specified on card(s) 4. Check ISCVKU routine from IMSL library.)::i"
2.,_ --
• :.:-7
i ',"_
L "°"
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4.5 Debug Options for ADD Code
When set equal to unity, these options alloy intermediate results calculated
by the subxoutine indicated to be printed as an aid in debugging s troublesome
c,_e. Note that these outputs are not converted to units and reference
_,,_r bp made to the uource code for interpretation of printout.
OPTION SUBROUTINE OBJECTIVEOF SUBROUTINE j
1IDBGI TURB Calculates two-layer turbulence model
IDBC2 FC_RCT Calculates shear stresses and heat fluxes at
each station
IDBG3 FL_IN Generates initial flow profiles ,
IDBG4 SLTFI_ Calculates slot inlet flows
IDBG5 S_LVI Calculates viscous flow solutions
ID_G6 C_R Generates required geometric parameters
IDBG7 F_RCE Calculates forces generated by struts and
blades
IDBG8 MINVRT Inverts a matrix
IDBG9 SMITH Smooths duct contour read via I_PT3 - 2
IDBG10 GDUCT Calculates duct Beomecry
IDBGll SLTFL_ Obtains additional information from SLTFL_-
see IDBC4
o
IDBG12 S_LVI Obtains additional information from S_LVI - '
see IDBG5
IDBG13 CKINPT Checks inlet flow input for errors
IDBG14 S_LVI_ _ Debugs the algorithm that automatically
computes the maximum step size in the stream-
" wise direction while assuring computational
stability.
IDBG15 Specifies number of streamlines to use
in COORST calculations (Default 25).
IDBG16 Not used. i
IDPG17 Not used.
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:_ 4.6 Sample Input for ADD Code
:'- Two sample inputs to the ADD code are presented on the followin_ pages.
- These cases correspond to the design studies described In Sections 4.1 and 4.2.
- The first sample is the input for the Axis3_unetric Compressible Cuvvature Case
and the second sample is the input for the Separated Flow Case.
__ Axtsy_etrtc Compres.s£ble.Curvature Case
••-_ The option card (line 2) indicates that the inlet flow i8 to be
t
,, calculated assuming a constant stagnation pressure and stagnation temperature
_C in the core flow (I_PTI=3). The duct geometry Is to be read from input data4
_' cards (I_PT3=2) On the mesh parameter card (line 3), the default mesh
_: distortion parameter (DDS-0) has been selected but the streamwise step size
!/
: _ parameter has 5_.-n input KDS=5. From line 3, it i8 noted that the duct
.!. coordinate_ at /LPTS-100 equally spaced axial stations are to be read. "_a
_" length of the duct is 4.19375 ft (line 4). Line_ b through 17 contain I _
:!: data points for the tip radii and lines 18 through 30 contain 100 data pot_,.s
!, for the hub radii. The inlet Math number is 0.7 (line 31).
':i
'; Separated Flow Case
i D'
_ The option card (line 2) Indicates that the inlet flow Is to be calculated
i-/: assuming a constant stagnation pressure and stagnation temperature in the core
•_ flow (I_PTI-3). The duct geometry is to be read from Input data cards (I_PT3-2).
: On the mesh parameter card (line 3), the mesh distortion parameter (DDS-100)
:_ and the streamwise step size parameter has been input KDS_2. From line 3, it
,'- is noted that the duct coordinates at JLFTS-80 equally spaced axial stations
.... are to be read and that the least squares spltne smoothing routine will be
.... used (/LPTS _ /L). The length of the duct Is 1.764 ft (line 4). Lines 5 through
14 contain 80 data points for the tI_ radii and lines 5 through 24 contain 80
.- data points for the hub radii. The ix:let Math number is 0.287 (line 19), the
' stagnation pressure and the stagnation temperature default to atmospheric conditions
- (PT = I atm and TT _ 519°R. For this card I_PTI4-1 which indicates that
/_. global t_erattons will be used and for the first pass, the convection terms will
:/: be set to zero In regions of separated flow. If I_PTI4>I then windward differencing
will be used in calculating the convection terms.
a,
} ..;
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